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Bisexuals in space and geography: more-than-queer?
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Geographies of sexualities mainly focusses on the lived experiences and sexual identity negotiations of gay men and lesbian women in a society based upon binary divisions of sex, gender, and sexualities. This review article wants to consider a more theoretically informed relational approach to understand the creation and sustaining of the binary system, and the everyday lived experience of bisexuals. This article will review contemporary studies on queer space and studies on the intersections of bisexual theory and queer theory. Drawing inspiration from queer theory, speech act theory, and relational geographies, I propose a focus on encounters, language, embodied practices, and embodied experiences to understand the lives of sexual minorities, and bisexuals in particular. While heteronormativity and monosexuality are important factors (or contexts) in the everyday lived experience, they are not all determining for the everyday experiences of people who desire more-than-one gender.
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Introduction

It has been concluded before that geographies of sexualities lack research on bisexuals, bisexual spaces, and bisexual geographies (Bell 1995; Binnie & Valentine 1999; Hemmings 1997, 2002; McLean J 2003). Hemmings (1997), in *Queers in space*, observed that clear demarcated bisexual spaces do not exist, except from some conference spaces and specific bisexual support groups. These conclusions that demarcated bisexual spaces do not exist (see Hemmings 1997; McLean J 2003) can be traced down to dominant ideas on sexual spaces which are based upon a one-to-one link between the sexual coding of space(s) and the dominant sexual identity in those spaces. As concluded by Hemmings, bisexuals and bisexual identities are never dominant in spaces as bisexuals are often misread as being heterosexual or homosexual and, thus, invisible (Hemmings 1997; see also McLean J 2003; McLean K 2007, 2008). She concludes that bisexuals occupy space within existing gay (and lesbian) and straight spaces; a conclusion which holds true in her theorising of sexual space as depending on a one-to-one link with the dominant sexual identity.

Similar to Bell's (1995) activist approach in challenging the placelessness of geographies of sexualities (also Binnie & Valentine 1999), this paper is an attempt to critically revise conceptualisations of sexual space, and bisexual space in particular. This review article approaches bisexual spaces and bisexual geographies from a more theoretical point of view by reviewing the intersections of queer theory, queer space, bisexuality theory/theorising, and more-than-representational geographies. As such, this article wants to contribute to Hemmings (1997) call for more coherent theorising of bisexual spaces. Pioneering work by Clare Hemmings (2002), her book *Bisexual spaces*, is understood as an excellent starting point for this paper as it successfully opens up questions on sexual spaces, bisexual spaces, and bisexuality.

Albeit my interest is mainly in the geographies of sexualities, which I read as the overarching field of queer geographies and lesbian and gay geogra-
phies (but see Browne 2006 for a different reading), I will elaborate on intersections with queer theory and queer space and discuss the usefulness of conceptualising bisexual spaces. In this paper I aim to bring forward a more theoretical relational approach to (bisexual) space which challenges queer space and queer theory as I favour an approach which extends norms, values, and orthodoxies, instead of (only) transgressing heterosexual norms, values, and orthodoxies of contemporary society. The paper will firstly review queer space and the intersections of queer theory and bisexuality theory, before taking a more-than-representational approach to space and the everyday embodied experiences of sexual subjects.

Space (still) matters: queer space as well?

South African sociologist Smuts (2011) concluded in her research into coming out stories of lesbians in Johannesburg: “[a]nother theme that was prominent in the participants’ narratives was the importance of social space. The findings indicate that respondents’ sexual identities were linked and influenced by the social spaces in which they found themselves. Some stressed that certain spaces would determine which of their identities would emerge at particular points in time, and whether they would hide their sexual identities” (2011: 32–33; emphasis added). This conclusion regarding the intertwinedness of space and identity/identities resembles both geographical inquiries into the everyday lives of sexual minorities (e.g. Bell et al. 1994; Johnston & Valentine 1995; Myslik 1996; Valentine 1996; Kirby & Hay 1999; Kitchin & Lysaght 2003; Browne 2007) and geographical inquiries into affective atmospheres (e.g. Anderson 2009; Bissell 2010; Duff 2010). Space, or the sexual coding of space, impacts the sexual identity negotiations of sexual subjects as well as sexual identity negotiations influence the sexual coding of space. As such, they mutually enforce and/or challenge each other. But what about queer space?

Gay and lesbian geographies (e.g. Adler & Brenner 1992; Forest 1995; Rothenberg 1995; Myslik 1996; Sibalis 2004; Knopp 2007; see also Brown 2014) have been enriched by a queer geographical approach since the early nineties (e.g. Bell et al. 1994; Binnie 1997, 2007; Brown 2000; Brown et al 2007; Knopp 2007). This queer geographical approach can be understood as a set of geographical adaptions of queer theoretical work. Michael Brown’s (2000) Closet Space provides the closest reading of the linguistic origins of queer theory, especially the speech-act theory which partly underlies Butler’s (1990, 1993) foundational work on gender and sexuality. Drawing on Austin (1975: quoted in Brown 2000), Brown (2000: 29) elaborates on the point that “sometimes the spoken or written word doesn’t simply exist, but often performs some sort of task by virtue of its presence, audibly or textually”. Interesting is the elaboration on etiolatic speech acts; speech acts that neither fail nor succeed but “where meaning is produced in a context where language is being used in a very self-conscious way” (Brown 2000: 29–30). The linguistic origins of queer theory are interesting as recent research suggests that language has a certain temporality and spatiality (Blommaert et al. 2005). This can be linked with the queer theoretical emphasis on the performativity of certain heterosexual norms and orthodoxies (e.g. Butler 1993), a concept which emphasises the constant repetition of certain acts, habits, and practices in order to naturalise certain norms and values as essential and part of human nature. As such, people will experience these heterosexual norms and values as natural and as a fact of life.

Although queer theory lacks notions of context, space, and place (Brown 2000), (critical) geographers have tried to introduce queer theory in geographies of sexualities, and introduce notions of space and place in queer theory in order to carve out heteronormative and queer spaces. Space is, also within queer geographies, often seen as naturally heterosexual (e.g. Bell et al. 1994; Brown 2000; Visser 2008, 2013) and this space needs to be queered by sexual minorities (e.g. Oswin 2008 for a critique; Visser 2008). Such queered spaces – or queer spaces – are dissident, loose, or transgressive spaces which provide non-heterosexuals with the opportunity to express their sexual identities as gay, lesbian, bisexual, pansexual, queer and cetera. As the Myslik (1996) study shows, gay men found the freedom and safety to be gay and to perform their gay identity and lifestyle in these spaces. Brown (2000) reiterates an encounter – “a little slice of urban life” (2000: 27) – in Capitol Hill, Seattle when a camp gay man entered a bus and a heterosexual (opposite-sex) couple seemed to challenge the behaviour of the camp gay man. This urged the gay man to loudly state: “well if you don’t like it, girlfriend, what the hell you doin’ up
on Capitol Hill in the first place!” (2000: 27; emphasis in the original). While I was, of course, not part of these encounters, the statement of the camp guy can be read as a “queer act” to resist heterosexuality and heteronormativity, and to claim queer space: Capitol Hill is queer. Academically, as well as societally, we seem to identify spaces in binary and exclusive language: heterosexual versus gay/lesbian/queer space.

Important, reflexive, work on queer space has been done by Oswin (2008) who observed that queer space is often seen, by critical geographers, as a “space of resistance” or a space which is inhabited by gay men, lesbian women, and/or queers. She continues by saying, “in the work of Bell, Binnie, Valentine, and others queer space is thus established as a concrete space that is carved out by sexual dissidents (read: gays and lesbians)” (Oswin 2008: 90; also Browne & Bakshi 2011). As such we can wonder to which extent queer geography succeeded in rendering space fluid, still one of the hallmarks of queer geographies (see Browne 2006). In this work, queer spaces are not only seen as spaces of resistance, but also as spaces which are relatively free from the influences of heteronormativity and free of heterosexual people. Wayne Myslik (1996: 156) observed that according to “gay men who are at risk of prejudice, discrimination and physical and verbal violence throughout their daily lives (...) queer spaces are generally perceived as safe havens from this discrimination and violence”. Myslik (1996: 168) concludes with the observation that “queer spaces create the strong sense of empowerment that allows men to look past the dangers of being gay in the city and to feel safe and at home”. Such a conclusion resembles work on gay and lesbian spaces in which these spaces are often seen as liberal spaces.

Discussing the need for safe spaces for bisexuals, Jo Eadie (1993) argues that such spaces are needed for a number of reasons. In the first place, Eadie argues that bisexuals need a space free from oppressive regimes and social groups. We can understand this as free from gay, lesbian, and straight communities and orthodoxies. This point indeed resembles much work on queer space and gay and lesbian geographies that tried to carve out safe havens for gay men and to a lesser extent lesbian women. A second reason is the need for bisexuals to share similar experiences and set agendas for bisexual activists; a very political reading of bisexual spaces which emphasises the importance of bisexual space to unite bisexuals, empower bisexuals, and pave the path for bisexual activists/activism. Thirdly, and finally, Eadie describes bisexual safe spaces as places free of fears and anxiety caused by members of oppressive groups. This third reason resembles, again, work on gay and lesbian spaces as liberal spaces and spaces of resistance. In short, we can understand that this call for bisexual safe spaces is relatively utopian and based upon similar assumptions as, for instance, the gay men in the Myslik study. Although I understand the political reasons behind the call for bisexual safe spaces, I doubt that such idealistic and utopian spaces would exist beyond the clear demarcated bisexual spaces as identified in early work by Hemmings (1997).

Regarding nightlife spaces for sexual minorities youth, both Valentine and Skelton (2003) as well as Holt and Griffin (2003) refer to gay and lesbian nightlife as nightlife in which sexual minority youth can live (and explore) their sexual identity, free from everyday sexual identity negotiations and constraints in heterosexual life. It is interesting that both studies acknowledge that gay and lesbian nightlife also should be understood as loose and risky spaces where social pressure renders gay and lesbian youth uncertain. The paradoxal nature of the gay and lesbian scene, already, provides a critique towards the conceptualisations of queer space as demarcated “space of resistance” against heterosexism and heteronormativity which organises contemporary society and everyday public and private space (see also Johnston & Valentine 1995; Duncan 1996).

Oswin (2008), discussing the Nash and Bain (2007) article on Toronto queer spaces, points out that multiple processes of exclusion are in play in everyday spaces. Power is everywhere and is negotiated in everyday encounters between people (and non-human entities). Of course, not only sexual identities are negotiated, processes of racism, ageism, sexism, class-discrimination, and genderism, amongst others, should not be forgotten. A review by Johnston and Longhurst (2008) comes to a similar conclusion and criticised Anglo-American studies into sexuality for its narrow focus on sexuality. They argue that work on sexuality in Australia, New Zealand, and the Asia-Pacific region “doesn’t just pay attention to sexuality, but rather to the intersections between sexuality, post-coloniality, indigeneity, ‘race’, and racism” (Johnston & Longhurst 2008: 251–252). From the United Kingdom, Gill Valentine (2007) shows how different social categories intersect in multiple stories.
in the life of a D/deaf lesbian woman and how she experienced multiple forms of exclusion in her everyday life. Also several studies on the gay scene show that sexual minority people are excluded in certain spaces (e.g. Hemmings 2002; Binnie & Skeggs 2004; Bassi 2006; McLean K 2008; Brown 2009). Regarding gaybourhoods it has been noted that such spaces are often male dominated and predominantly ‘white’ (Brown 2014). Anglo-American work on queer space, thus, could be criticised on the basis of its narrow focus on gay and lesbian identities in a heteronormative world, without taken into account other sexual identities and other kinds of exclusion which affects the life of sexual minorities too.

**Queer theory and bisexuality: mismatch?**

“Yet, as an effect of modernity, sexuality is far from being objective or scientific. Indeed, it is predicated on Western definitions of love, which, in its romantic and erotic expressions, is thereby considered “superior” when it is exclusive. That is, Western “love” often relies on the imposition of a binary: we think of the lover and the beloved, the pursuer and the pursued, single or married, the man and the wife and the male and the female” (Anderlini-D’Onofrio & Alexander 2009: 198).

A special issue of the *Journal of Bisexuality* (see Anderlini-D’Onofrio & Alexander 2009) is dedicated to the intersections, connections and discussions between queer theory and bisexual theory and theorising. Of course, it should be said that bisexual theory and theorising is relatively new (Angelides 2006) and often assumed to be rather weak (De Plessis 1996). The conclusions of this collection are, nevertheless, quite straightforward. It is observed that queer theory ignored, and continues to ignore, issues of bisexuality and bisexual identities (Callis 2009; Erickson-Schroth & Mitchell 2009; Gurevich et al. 2009). The reason for this ignorance is found in the way that queer theories benefit certain sexual identities, in particular gay identities (see Yoshino 2000; Angelides 2006; Callis 2009; Erickson-Schroth & Mitchell 2009; Gurevich et al 2009). Erickson-Schroth and Mitchell (2009) go one step further by arguing that homosexuality is prioritised and privileged to a level similar to the institutionalisation of heterosexuality or heteronormativity. Building upon The erase of bisexuality (Yoshino 2000) the authors argue that there might be a compromise between the heterosexual and homosexual/lesbian community, that both communities do not mention bisexuality in order to erase the existence of a sexual identity that falls outside the binary division of sex, gender, and sexuality. While I think that this is perhaps too radical, the concept of (compulsory) monosexuality or monosexism is very useful as it identifies a social ideology that one-to-one links sexual activities/performances with sexual identities (e.g. Ault 1996; James 1996; Hemmings 2002; Gurevich et al. 2009; Green et al 2010). Sexual performances and activities with someone from the opposite sex leads to the conclusion that someone is heterosexual, while activities with someone from the same sex lead to the conclusion that someone is gay or lesbian. Bisexuality, as sexual identity which is not limited to a person of one sex or gender, is thus made invisible and non-existing. Interestingly, James (1996) understands monosexism or compulsory monosexuality as essential part of the heterosexist or heteronormative system that polices our desires. The concept of monosexism is a useful analytical tool and a constant reminder of the privilege of certain types of heterosexuality and homosexuality in our society.

The special issue of the *Journal of Bisexuality*, a couple of years later published in the book *Bisexuality and queer theory* (Alexander & Anderlini-D’Onofrio 2012), also discusses the added value of bisexual theory to enrich queer theory via several different perspectives. Interesting is the article by Callis (2009) who discusses the seminal work of Foucault (1978) and Butler (1990). The discussion on Butler is particularly interesting as bisexuality is often seen as a sexual identity – if already authentic – which enforces the binary system of sex, gender, and sexualities as it represents the middle ground (see Hemmings 2002; Lingel 2009). Work by Fritz Klein and Alfred Kinsey – albeit they both incorporate bisexuality – considers bisexuality as the middle ground between heterosexuality and homosexuality as such work still relies on the sex binary, gender binary, and the rigid link between gender and sexual identity. In fact, “Even the term *bi-sexual* denotes that the person who identifies with this term is attracted to two different things, reinforcing the gender binary, and also excluding transgender and intersex people as objects of affection” (Erickson-Schroth & Mitchell 2009: 304). Steven Angelides (2006), building upon his book *A history of bisexuality* (Angelides
2001), argues that “in the history of discourses of sexuality bisexuality is both the stabilising and destabilising element in the epistemic construction of sexual identity; Its erasure in the present tense stabilises the hetero/homosexual opposition whilst simultaneously and perpetually destabilising the very terms of the opposition” (Angelides 2006: 142). Angelides (2006: 142) continues to argue that bisexuality “has been the category through and against which modern sexual identity itself has been discursively constructed”.

Callis (2009: 227–228) criticises queer theory as she observes that “[Judith] Butler does not address bisexuality in her arguments about the interconnectedness of sexuality and gender, nor in her section on the performative nature of gender (…). When addressing gender performativity, she turns specifically to the process of drag. However, I believe that bisexuality, taken as an identity, serves as a way of starting gender trouble”. Butler prefers to discuss homosexuality and especially lesbian identities when discussing the assumed interconnection between sexuality and gender. It seems that Butler fell in the monosexual trap when challenging heteronormativity and the constant repetition of heterosexual norms, values, and orthodoxies. Callis (2009: 228), however, discusses the potential of including bisexuality in queer theoretical discussions to deconstruct the link between gender and sexual identity by arguing that “bisexuality (...) cannot be so easily matched, because it does not allow gender to be wholly tied with sex object choice. If a person is choosing both sexes as erotic partners, her or his gender cannot be matched with sexuality”. Thus, Callis approaches queer theory as being a contemporary result of constantly being embedded in heteronormative and monosexual thinking (see also Du Plessis 1996). Next, Callis (2009) argues that the bisexual’s choice for both men and women challenges notions of femininity and masculinity as this option, again, is not present in our perception of femininity and masculinity. While Butler focusses on drag performances to address gender roles, focussing on bisexuals’ negotiating and changing gender roles in everyday life could be fruitful to challenge the rigid distinction between man/woman, male/female, and masculinity/femininity. To summarise, bisexuality has the option to both cause “gender trouble” and question the interconnection between sexuality and gender; thus it has the potential to challenge the compulsory monosexuality and heteronormative discourse that governs contemporary sexual politics, desire, and society.

A similar conclusion can be found in Erickson-Schroth and Mitchell (2009) who argue that bisexuality has not only the option to question the monosexual social ideology of sexuality but also question and destabilise the heterosexist binary system of sex, gender, and sexualities in general. As such, the authors hope that merging bisexual theory and queer theory would result in a shift from a monosexual paradigm towards a more open-ended paradigm. Not surprisingly they conclude that “by focusing on the relationship between homosexuality and heterosexuality, queer theory has stopped short of addressing the structures of power that underlie our organization of sexuality—something bisexuality speaks to on a daily basis” (Erickson-Schroth & Mitchell 2009: 312–313). Angelides (2006), however, warns that queer theory is too busy with reinforcing the heterosexual/homosexual binary, by focussing on (homosexual and heterosexual) identities, instead of focussing on the historical and epistemological forces that constructed and still construct the binary discourse of sexualities.

Erickson-Schroth and Mitchell (2009) are not the only ones who identify an added value of bisexuality for queer theory or, broader, sexualities research. Gurevich et al. (2009) touch upon another important added value of bisexuality theory or research: knowledge production regarding sexual subjects. They argue that “in considering how sexualities are theorised, examining the bisexual frame can expand the domain of questions that address how knowledge about sexual subjects is produced, disseminated and regulated, and how sexual subject positions are taken up, deployed, or rejected” (Gurevich et al. 2009: 247). This could be read as addressing the dominant heterosexist and monosexist system, but also as a focus on the concrete impacts of this system on how sexual subjects negotiate this system. The authors take this argument further by arguing – based on sociologist and queer theorist Seidman – that the basis of queer theory is on exploring how the heterosexual/homosexual boundary as a power/knowledge regime shapes behaviour, social institutions, and the everyday social environment. This suggested focus on how life takes shape as a spatial and temporal result of the compulsory monosexual heterosexist system could be understood as a call to geographers and other social scientists to engage with the everyday – and embodied – experiences of bisexual sexual subjects.
Geographical inquiries

Taking up the above mentioned observations by Gurevich et al. (2009) and Angelides (2006) regarding knowledge production, I am convinced that geographers can contribute to knowledge production by focussing on the everyday lives of bisexuals. Unfortunately, contemporary empirical geographical research on this topic is lacking (but see McLean J 2003) which requires us to focus upon other social sciences for empirical studies. One of the rare –but important – studies is conducted by Hemmings (2002) who explored bisexual spaces based upon her own experiences in the USA and the UK. Building upon gay and lesbian geographies, she provides the reader with a cartography of bisexuality. In essence, her argumentation that space is representation makes it difficult to identify bisexual spaces seeing the difficulties of bisexual representation in word and visuals (Bereket & Brayton 2008; Hartman 2013). Derived from epistemological concerns, Hemmings (2002) provides a number of examples regarding bisexual spaces; the point is that these spaces are defined on their relation with gay, lesbian, and straight spaces. A quite similar study, although related to communities instead of spaces, has been conducted in the USA (Rust 2000) which, interestingly, provides mental maps of bisexuals how they relate bisexual communities with straight, lesbian, and gay communities. The point is, however, that bisexual communities are rather difficult to identify. I think that bisexual spaces, as conceptualised via relating with gay, lesbian, and straight spaces would face the same difficulty. Not surprisingly, Hemmings (2002) concludes that spatial theorising and bisexual theory do not always sit comfortable with each other. I would like to add that especially the one-to-one link between sexual space and dominant sexual identity makes it more difficult to explore bisexual spaces. The emphasis on spaces as representations adds, in my opinion, to the difficulty of identifying bisexual spaces as bisexuality is often erased or made invisible because of the dominant monosexual discourse in contemporary society.

I, also, find geographical inspiration in more-than-representational geographies (e.g. Lorimer 2005, 2008; Laurier & Philo 2006; Thrift 2007; Anderson & Harrison 2010a; Laurier 2010; ) to focus on knowledge production regarding the heterosexual/homosexual binary, gender binaries, and monosexuality. Especially work by David Crouch on allotment gardening and caravanning – quite far away from the field of sex, gender, and sexualities – is inspirational and insightful for proposing an alternative approach to sexual space, sexual identity negotiations, and embodied experiences in everyday public and private space.

Crouch (2003: 1945) seeks “to bring the discussion of space closer to a practical realisation of performativity and explore the potential of the individual to reconstitute life through an articulation of spacing”. The concept of ‘spacing’ is used “to identify subjective and practical ways in which the individual handles his or her material surroundings. Spacing is positioned in terms of action, making sense (including the refiguring of “given space”), and mechanisms of opening up possibilities” (Crouch 2003: 1945). Thus, spacing can be understood as the actions taken as response to the embodied and sensory experiences of mundane activities. People make sense of everyday encounters and events through the body (e.g. Hetherington 2003; McCormack 2003; Macpherson 2009; Middleton 2010; Nayak 2010). Crouch (2001) argues that the human body does not only make sense of space by sensory and embodied experiences, but also by doing - he defines this as feeling-by-doing (also Harrison 2000; Crouch 2001; Anderson & Harrison 2010b). This concept shows that the embodied practice or performance itself, the doing, is the basic modus of experiencing everyday life.

In the words of Hayden Lorimer (2005: 84) when describing the focus of more-than-representational theories: “the focus falls on how life takes shape and gains expression in shared experiences, everyday routines, fleeting encounters, embodied movements, precognitive triggers, practical skills, affective intensities, enduring urges, unexceptional interactions and sensuous dispositions”. While I agree with Lorimer (2005) to focus upon seemingly insignificant encounters, and the doing in these kind of encounters, I would like to add a focus on the encounters between two or more bodies in which surprise, tension, or conflict is present (see Sara Ahmed 2000). Such remarkable encounters might be less abundant, but definitely have an impact on the embodied and sensory experiences of people.

Geographies of sexualities always focused on the human body in space, however, only a limited number of studies focussed on the intersections of geographies of sexualities and more-than-representational geographies (e.g. Lim 2007; Brown
inspirational analysis of cruising in public toilets in several parts of London shows the importance of the human body in the experience of the cruising practice: “the affective cruising encounters witnessed in this paper exceed the limits and expectations placed on bodies by preconceived understandings of sexuality and sexual identities”. The human body, the sexualised human body, has the potential to perform many roles in everyday space and these performances are continuously negotiated in practices and encounters. As Brown shows, the body tries to make sense of the material surroundings – “ceramics of a urinal, the clothing men wear, the grass and the ivy in a cemetery, the midges on the common at dusk, amyl nitrate, or the aroma of stale sweat and urine” (Brown 2008: 929) – and open up possibilities for affective sexual cruising encounters. Although I do not want to posit that sexual space is the only space in which the practice of sex and sexualities are performed, this paper clearly shows how the cultural values and contexts influence the embodied and affective experiences of the men cruising, but not more than the material surroundings do.

Regarding identities, Crouch (2003: 1958; emphasis added) argues that: “Identities may be characterised in practice and performativity, and then negotiated in contexts. Through our bodies we expressively perform who we are. The fluidity and openness of performativity may be used to refigure identities, working alongside (other) contexts”. Identities are negotiated and formed in practices and performed through the human body. Crouch explains contexts as social categories or attributes such as gender or culture/cultural values. These contexts come together in an encounter or practice, however we should be careful by prioritising certain contexts over others. Of course, we need to take into account the above described heterosexual/homosexual binary, monosexuality, as well as the sex and gender binaries in geographies of sexualities when studying the everyday life experiences and sexual identity negotiations of bisexuals, and other sexual minority groups. The point is, however, that such processes of monosexuality and binary thinking, or ‘contexts’, are not all determining in doing bisexuality. The focus on bisexual bodies could provide insight into the personal experiences of bisexuals and their negotiations of the different contexts. How do these contexts contribute to the affirmation, negation, or (more neutral) the negotiation of bisexuality and bisexual identities? In essence, how do bisexual bodies make sense of their material and social surroundings?

Before-mentioned work on affective atmospheres (Anderson 2009; Bissell 2010; Duff 2010) discusses how identities are influenced by space. Inspired by more-than-representational geographies I posit that spaces are “temporal-spatial stabilisations of social (including linguistic) practices”. Extrapolating from this working definition, sexual spaces are, thus, temporal-spatial stabilisations of social and sexual practices. Following this, I build upon Crouch (2001: 69) who argues that “through activities and dispositions, touch and movement, it is possible to express feeling, subjectivity, and unique personality that endow spaces with particular value”. The body is, then, the means to express the “emotional relationship with – and in – its immediate surrounding world” (Crouch 2001: 69). Bodies are influenced by space, but also have an impact on the coding of space via activities and dispositions, touch and movement. Identifying bisexual practices and bisexual spaces, thus, is an important exercise to understand the production, reproduction, negotiations, and contestations of sexual space and bisexuality as sexual identity.

A way forwards: focus on mundane spaces and practices

As stated by Erickson-Schroth and Mitchell (2009: 312), “homosexuality, heterosexuality, and bisexuality are categories based on the sex or gender of those to whom an individual is attracted. Although this system is convenient, it is by no means self-evident”. This quote inspires me in two ways. Firstly, it acknowledges that sexual identity categories – heterosexual, homosexual, and bisexual – do exist and are often convenient in everyday lives. We, society, need these categories as it provides guidelines for identification, as much as many bisexuals reject labels and embrace a society without ‘boxes’. Angelides (2006: 152) argued that, “it is important to reiterate (…) that to argue that each of these terms are meaningful only in relation to the other two – that is, that each requires the other two for its self-definition – is not to argue that these terms are somehow truthful reflections of individual sexualities” (see also Oswin 2008; Gurevich et al. 2009). The second point is, of course, that the system is by no means self-evident, a conclusion
which speaks for itself and asks for thorough investigation of the position of sexual minorities – but also of heterosexuals, their everyday life experiences, and how they deal with heteronormativity (see also Philips 2006; Hubbard 2008) and monosexuality. While the adjective “queer” is defined as an attitude to challenge existing binaries of sex, gender, sexualities, and space, and render these categories fluid (e.g. Browne 2006) – I would like to reconsider the use of queer theory and queer geography, shift away from queer space, and focus upon a more-than-representational inspired approach to understanding sex, gender, and sexualities in space. Relational theories of sexual identity, sexual identity politics, need relational theories of space to understand how sexual identity politics are played out in everyday urban and rural lives. Nathalie Oswin (2008: 92) observes that “sexual identity politics is frequently about recognizing or accepting the ‘other’. It is about extending the norm, not transgressing or challenging it”. I agree with this observation and the aim to extend norms, however, to include bisexuality in sexual identity politics and sexual citizenship discussions we need to address the binary system of sexual identities (heterosexual/homosexual). Only when addressing the binary system and the monosexual logic underlying the system, bisexuality can be included in contemporary sexual politics, sexual citizenship, and society. In other words: “hence, the bisexual ‘real’ is a discursive context where the nature of love changes from an exclusive, dyadic system to an inclusive one that expands beyond the dual and into the multiple” (Anderlini-D‘Onofrio & Alexander 2009: 198).

Translating the deconstructing task for social scientists in the field of sex, gender, and sexualities into practice, especially within the field of geographies, I propose an approach to focus upon the everyday mundane activities and embodied practices and experiences. This approach should not been as replacing existing foci, but as an addition to the existing foci in the geographies of sexualities. In fact, there are many other challenges such as the demise of the gaybourhood (e.g. Brown 2014) or a new mobilities paradigm to explore lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, and queer (GBTQ) lives in the city (Nash & Gorman-Murray 2014) which have added value for (geographical) research into bisexualities and deconstructing the binary system of sex, gender, and sexualities. These foci have much to offer too, such as questions how bisexuals and others who do not identify with homonormative gay and lesbian identities experience living in such, often commodified, gay enclaves or questions related to motives why (not) living in such enclaves. The incorporation of the new mobilities paradigm reminds us to focus on concrete mobilities (and practices) “that constitute flows, patterns, and linkages amongst and between place, creating constantly reformulating relational geographies” (Nash & Gorman-Murray 2014: 762). Informed by more-than-representational theories, queer theories, bisexual theory, and the before-mentioned speech-act theory, I propose an approach that focuses on the everyday negotiations of bisexual subjects to do or not to do their bisexuality/sexual identity. Keeping in mind the concept of feeling-by-doing and thought-in-action, we need to understand how people act in certain encounters, and spaces, and why they act/perform the way they act/perform. In my opinion, to focus upon mundane social and sexual practices might shed light on the processes which construct and sustain the binary system on a day to day basis as it provides insight in politics and power relations that construct but also are constructed by these encounters. To understand these processes, it is important to look at the human bodies as well as the material surroundings which bisexuals encounter during their embodied everyday practices.

Based on the Klein Sexual Orientation Grid (e.g. Klein et al. 1985), bisexual practices can be identified as attraction to both men and women, sexual behaviour with men and women, and thirdly sexual fantasies about men and women. Self-identification (being, feeling bisexual) can be added as another important bisexual practice. I would like to follow recent bisexual scholarship which complicates this conceptualisation of bisexual practices by replacing “men and women” by “more-than-one gender” as the current definition of bisexual practices is too narrow to match bisexual realities (e.g. Halperin 2009; Barker et al. 2012). Indeed, people who are bisexual often look beyond categories of men and women regarding attraction, sexual behaviour, and sexual fantasies. Regarding self-identification, and I would like to add self-realisation and self-expression (see Richardson 2000), I propose a focus on language as language is not only representation, it is also a way of doing and daily practices. Language is a way of doing (and not doing) and performing (and not performing) sex, gender, and/or sexual identities. As such we can incorporate Du
Plessis’ (1996) suggestion that focussing on not doing bisexuality, or the negation of bisexuality, or passing as heterosexual/gay/lesbian might shed more light on how bisexual subjects position themselves in a society based upon compulsory monosexuality and how bisexual subjects are impacted by processes of monosexuality.

Instead of a historical and epistemological approach, the here proposed approach focusses on the present – without forgetting the past: “Memory is vital, as past (virtual) and present (actual) coexist, pushing forward in duration, the dynamic continuation of movement and sensation” (McHugh 2009: 209). While this argument focusses on the individual, the case has been made that also communities evolve through the gradual alteration of shared memories and practices – including communicative registers and routines (Lehtinen 2011).

Finally, to conceptualise bisexual spaces as spatial-temporal stabilisations of bisexual social (including linguistic) and sexual practices is not only helpful to deconstruct the functioning of the binary system of sexualities (and sex and gender), it is also helpful to identify bisexual homes and perhaps even safe havens. As stated before, Hemmings (1997) argued that specific demarcated bisexual spaces do not exist besides some conference spaces and support groups, which implies that bisexuality has no presence and no home. Again, like the Myslik (1996) study, home is translated as a space where someone is able to be oneself. I suggest, however, that bisexual spaces and homes exist in many everyday social and sexual practices – in sexy as well as in unsexy spaces (see Phillips 2006; Hubbard 2008; Caudwell & Browne 2011).

**Concluding remarks**

It serves an academic and societal interest to identify bisexual spaces and articulate their existence seeing the interdependence of identities, identity negotiations, and spaces. Not in the last place because studies on the lived experiences of bisexuals – or people who desire more-than-one gender – are limited in number. Awareness of this interdependence might contribute to the self-identification, self-realisation, and self-expression of bisexuals’ sexual identity/identities. Identifying bisexual spaces might also stress the temporality of the sexual coding of spaces which serves a wider value, beyond the bisexual community. Recognising that different contexts impact the embodied practice and experience of everyday routines and habitual activities, also provides a temporal answer to the critique of Oswin (2008) that not only sex, gender, or sexualities is in play but also other categories such as class, race, and ethnicity. Work on queer theory failed to incorporate bisexual theories and bisexual realities, whereas queer space failed to go beyond notions of gay (and lesbian) space. In fact, it seems that queer theory only addresses and challenges heteronormativity as context and process that impacts the sexual coding of spaces and lived experiences of lesbians and gay men, instead of extending norms and incorporating other sexual minorities. Nevertheless, work on performativity is important and influences my thoughts about bisexual space. Work on queer space is important as it, theoretically, reiterates the fluidity of sex, gender, sexualities, and space.

Work on heteronormativity and monosexuality is relevant; however, I believe that the basic mode of experiencing life is the embodied and sensuous experience of the very mundane practices (and mobilities) in everyday spaces. Heteronormativity and monosexuality are indeed two important contexts, but not all determining in the everyday embodied experiences and practices of bisexuals. A longitudinal study from Finland shows, for instance, that the legal and cultural changes (e.g. the alleged increase in tolerance) in Finland regarding sexual minorities impacted the embodied experiences of Finnish bisexuals, however not to the same degree for all interviewees (Kangasvu 2011). The story of Jonna, one of the interviewees, shows how the workplace, work environment, social environment, and internal confusion regarding sexual attraction (and identity) interact with each other and make up the daily experiences of this interviewee; the impact of legal and cultural changes seem to be rather limited in the story of Jonna.

Language plays an important role – from a speech-act theory point of view (see Brown 2000) – in experiencing life and making sense of everyday life; language does (doing-by-saying) and provides or produces meaning. Such an emphasis on language is not incompatible with an emphasis on the embodied practice and embodied experiences of bisexual individuals – bisexual bodies (see also De Plessis 1996) - and communities. The (sexualised) body communicates, in relation with different contexts, and makes sense of everyday life via the senses, gestures, actions, body language, and language itself.
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